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have  to 
make.  
"1 
hope that they (Soviets)
 
will not try 
to play around with 
our electoral 
processes,"  he said. 
"They  tried it in 
Germany,  they 





 backfired on 
them."  
Kissinger chaired President 
Reagan's commission on Central 
America in 1983, and said the 
commission's request for $8 bil-
lion
 of increased aid to  that re-
gion was 
"not a figure we pulled 
out of the 
air." 
Out of the $8 billion in this 
five-year plan, $4.5 billion would 
be 
what the United States had al-
ready intended 
to spend, and $3.5 
billion will be the additional 
amount, he said. The $3.5 billion 
would equal $700 million a year 
He posed the question 
"Can we afford $700 million a 
year? 
" Yes," Kissinger 
said,  
"compared to the 
penalty  of its 
not 
being  paid. 
"We 
must  be able to afford
 it. 
It's about as 
much  as we give to 
some




 about five years." 
Despite his
 convictions, he 
said he is 
worried
 that "this re-
quest will go 
through  the usual 
attrition"  in 
Congress
 and only 
part
 of it will be approved.
 
"I'm very worried by 
the 
kind of debate 
that is going on in 
foreign  policy," 
Kissinger said. 
He would be 






 policy, he said. 
"In an election year, it's too 
much to ask for bipartisanship," 
he said. "It shouldn't be a 
parti-
san issue." 
In reference to the elections 
and the nature
 of U.S. involve-






 on U.S. 
foreign  policy 
during  a 
said, "I don't think that 
the con-
duct 
or outcome of the election
 
can in itself 
affect the basic pol-
icy of 
the U.S. to the 
area." 
He 




Jose Napolean Duarte 
and Roberto d' 
Aubuisson.  






is being held in 
American 











prior  to a 
banquet. 
to give the Salvadoran people a 
free choice," he said. 
"It would
 be highly 
inappro-
priate





 with the 
recommendation

















When asked if he saw a move 
towards  a more democratic re-
gime in Chile. Kissinger said, "I 
get the impression that in all of 
Latin America,
 there is a 





ciety two years ago, Kissinger 
said, and received $15,000 for his 
appearance. He refused to com-
ment on how much he was being 













By Patty Kamsyz 
The San 
Jose
 Sports Facility Task Force
 held its first 
meeting Wednesday and the major 
issue  quickly became 
whether or 
not  the city could accommodate three arena or 
Stadium complexes without creating 
competition  for events 
among the buildings. 
The 14
-member





McEnery in early March to discuss the feasibility of 
building  
a 
major  sports 
facility  arena, stadium
 
or
 both  in the San 
Jose  area. 
In addition to any 
proposal
 the task force might recom-
mend,  the Santa Clara County Fair 
Association and San Jose 
State
 University have proposals for 




 members agreed to set
 up a meeting with Santa
 
Clara
 County Fairground 
Directors
 within two weeks to 
dis-
cuss a joint venture for one large, 
high -quality arena
 at the 
fairgrounds
 (on Tully Road), in-
stead of two 
independent
 arenas. 
They will also request that a 
representative from the city of 
Santa Clara attend because a propo-
sal for an arena 
north of Bayshore 
Freeway had been discussed by the 
city in the past. 
John Neese, a member of the 
fairground
 board of directors, is 
pushing for construction
 of a 14,000-
seat arena at the fairgrounds by 
1985. Neese said the 
project
 needs to 
be started immediately to obtain 
contracts with 
the Golden State 
Warriors and the Golden Bay 
Earth-
quakes,
 who are expected to sign 
long-term contracts soon in Oakland 
or San 
Francisco.  
In addition, "Bill Graham
 wants 
to book 30 outdoor concerts," he 
said. But he added "acid rock" 
would not be 
workable if it's an out-
door arena because the noise might 
bother nearby residents.
 He wants 
an indoor one, similar to the Cow 
Palace but with a greater seating 
capacity to allow 
for  year-round 
events. 
Neese, who is also a member of 
the task
 force, said two arenas could 
exist  one at the fairgrounds 
for 
trade shows, 
sports and concerts, 
and one in the downtown area for 
possible
 major league sports. 
"Our market's totally different 
from downtown
 San Jose," he said. 
A fairground arena would not be 
competitive because there are no 
hotels in 
the area and it would de-
pend frequently on trade shows for 
revenues, he added. However the 
fair board would be happy to work 
with the task force on a possible 
joint  effort, he said. 
Ted Biagini, co-chairman of the 
task force, expressed uncertainty 
about a joint effort because of the 
fair board's accelerated 
schedule.  
"I feel a little bit of time pressure 
from the county," he said. 
continued











By Monte Poole 
The results of a recent survey 
evaluating the 19 
campuses  within 
the California
 State University sys-
tem, in which SJSU finished 11th 
overall,
 have





"It's one of 
the  sloppiest pieces 
of sociological
 research I have ever
 
seen,"
 said Academic 
Vice  Presi-
dent John Brazil.
 "I got a copy as a 
free 
sample
 and I 






















to list, in 































































ment  and 
third  in 



















SJSU ranked sixth in manage-
ment, 11th in teaching
 and 12th in in-
novation, 
prompting
 Brazil to crit-
icize both results and methods of the 
survey.
 
"How can anybody rate 
a sys-
tem this large by sending out 17 
questionnaires 
to each school?" he 
wondered."They sent even more to 
the Chancellor's office. Now, how 
can someone in the Chancellor's of-
fice evaluate instruction at the va-
rious campuses in the system?" 
CSU 
Chancellor  Ann 
Reynolds. 
who said she was not 
aware a survey 
was being 




 her dismay 
to 
each 
of the 19 CSU 
campuses.
 The 









Most of the reaction among 




 with the low 
number 
of surveys mailed
 and the 
low 




Tootell, who teaches "Analysis of 
Social Research" at SJSU, said 
sending 17 questionnaires to each 
campus was "totally insufficient." 
Tootell also said 
professional  polls 
aim for a 50 
percent  response rate. 
"How  do you reach 
accurate 
Independents







































































nearly  a 
three -to -one
 margin. He 
received 




 waited two 
weeks  for 




"I'm  glad two 
Indepen-





concerning  the 
extra 
week of campaigning
 the four 
candidates
 
did  in 





 for the two Inde-
pendents.
 
"I had my 




since  I 
was 
behind  Mindy 
Terry,"
 Fin-
ley said. "I 


















Independent  on 
a domi-
nating 
YESS  party 
board next
 
year, he said. 




each  other 
and
 you 






"The party line 
breaks up 
after that. 
The ones who get in 
are the really dedicated." he 
said. 
The results of the runoff elec-
tion were not to be announced 




 the A.S. Election
 Board. 
The 
computer was down earlier 
yesterday, but became func-
tional at about
 5:15 p.m., he said. 
With all the 
seats completed, 
ten of the A.S. Board 
of
 Director 
seats belong to YESS, two 
are  In-
dependent, and PSI' failed to 
gain aboard seat. 
conclusions 
by sending so few ques-
tionnaires?" said Tootell. 
"Some of 
these  campuses have over 
1.000  fac-









and  the man 
who conducted 
the survey, 
said  the 
goal of 
the survey 












 of the 




pretend  to be a Gal-
lup
 Poll," 
Giles  said. 





response  to 
the 
way 
people  feel 









 in 1970, 





 two-year -old 





California  Higher 
Education 
is in solid financial
 standing, with a 
circulation
 of about 4,000,
 including 
the the CSU Board
 of Trustees. 
One 
questionnaire 










 the use 
of campus 





SJSU  President 
Gail Ful-
lerton and the 





 said he 
hardly  
remembers




thought  it was junk 
mail." he 
continued









The Inter -Fraternity 
Council 
Judiciary  Committee 
will have 
to rule on whether to 
penalize or 
relocate
 Pi Kappa 
Alpha  fraternity, after an 




Its decision will be re-
leased next week. 
The 
meeting
 ended with a 
closed deliberation by the 
committee and the
 fraternity 
is now awaiting 
the ruling on 
the issue. 
Two neighbors and two 
police officers 
testified  that 
although  the fraternity's
 be-
havior was
 "intolerable" in 
the  past, recent steps
 to com-
bat
 the problems have 
shown 
a 
dramatic  improvement. 
Not 
present
 was Betty Ca-
bezut, whose 
complaints  to 
the 
university  had kept the 
Pike house closely 





 to visit 
her 
sister. Her replacement 




 residing near the 
fraternity for 112 
years, Ma-
gelky has since moved to 
Third Street. 
"Yes, there certainly was 
a problem," he 
said. "I'm the 





police  to break up 
a 
party last year.
 he received a 
phone
 call from the Pikes 
who 
said, "We
 know where you 
live." 
Magelky 
agreed  that re-
cent 
steps  taken by 
Pike Pres-
ident Tim 





 1983 level. His
 concern 
was that the 
next  house presi-
dent 




 way I see it, is that 
when the 
heat is on, the 
boys  






"But in a couple months 
from 
now,  there are
 no guarantees 
that
 it won't start up again." 
Rozanne  Wassman, an-
other  neighbor who lives
 kid-
die -corner to the fraternity, 
also noticed the recent im-
provement,  but seemed less 
optimistic.
 
"What you have 
is a group 









 them have 
problems
 




























area  resident 
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:-_ If this year's early weather 
is
 any indication of how 
:7apring
 will turn out, SJSU students will 
have  more than 
- :their share of 
distractions  to avert them from their stud-
ies. 
Some
 of you may already 
be
 saying "So what!!! 
As
 
far as I'm concerned. I like 
to be distracted as much as 
possible. There's nothing better than
 a beautiful day to 
lift up 
the  spirits, whether they are 
playful
 or studious. 
However, there is more than the weather to distract 
anyone who is overly concerned about slumping through 
studies. 
First, there is television. For those of you who watch 
the tube (I've forgotten what it looks like), spring is a 
time for the television networks to "beef up" their rat-
ings. 
A long time ago, the fall season was the time for the 
networks to 
set up new schedules. Nowadays, the net-
works change their schedules at a whim.  Apparently, it 
keeps the 
viewers
 on their toes. 
When talking about television, there is sports. For 
those of you who love sports, spring is a dream 
come 
true, especially if you have cable. No time is better to 
watch sports. 
April, the key month of the year when talking about 
sports, is coming soon. On a 
Saturday or Sunday af-
ternoon, you have 
the possibility of watching any of the 
Daily 
should  not be 
slanted  
in its editorials,
 reader says 
Though I confess to being a scholar of journalism 
for a brief period of my life, I must mantain
 that a re-
cent 
editorial
 that appeared in the March 20 edition of 
the Spartan Daily committed such a blatant blunder, 
that even we younger 
pedants
 of the quill and scroll 
have a right for personal offense. 
My resentment
 lies on the Daily's failure to abide by 
the first commandment of journalese  Thou 
Shalt  be 
Objective. 
The particular piece that 
I pursue for prosecution 
was almost an esteemable editorial. It listed the Daily's 
endorsements for the 1984 A.S. election. However, there 
were some yellow tints in 
two places that made the edi-
torial slant down Kathy Cordova lane, paving it's way 
into the perilous property of free political advertising 
from the college press. 
Please allow me to ask two questions that have 
quizzed me since I first walked 
down
 that crooked lane. 
Beginning with the title, why did "Cordova for Presi-
dent" banner itself across an article that could have had 
a more appropriate heading such as "Spartan
 Daily 1984 
A.S. election endorsements," or shortened
 varieties of 
that same root sentence? 
I realize that with so many words, the type would 
have been
 much smaller, but with a little creative paste-
up. I'm sure 
me
 problem could have been remedied to 
everyone's 
satisfaction. 
The second of my itching inquiries involves the for-
mat in which the editorial was written. In each of the en-
dorsements, 
the Daily stated it's choice and backed it 
with some of the 
achievements
 of the endorsee and then 
related those achievements to the office in 
question. 
Yet in the 
paragraphs  containing the endorsement
 
for Cordova, her opponent. 
Michael  Schneider is down-
played because he "seems too overburdened




following sports events: major
 league baseball, college 
basketball. NBA 
basketball,
 NHL hockey. USFL foot-
ball, bowling, golf, tennis, auto 
racing  . . . the list goes 
on. ( I didn't even mention ABC's Wide 
World  of 
Sports.)
 
If you like to be outdoors,
 you can pick among a 
number of sports to 
view  in person. Pro 
baseball
 (the Gi-
ants. A's. and the
 San Jose Bees), pro 
soccer (either in-
doors or outdoors 




Invaders. SJSU sports 
(which  include track, 
baseball,  tennis and 
golf,
 to name a few I are 
all possibil-
ities 
for someone to spend some lime 
viewing 
However, one is 
not limited to sports. 
There  are 
plenty 
of other recreational activities
 that are offered in 
the  area.
 
A look at the San
 Jose Mercury 
News'  Venture sec-
tion will give 
one an idea of just 




 recreation, you 




 to sailing. 
Then there 
are  various campus 
activities such as in-
tramurals,
 clubs and parties
 to keep one away 
from  the 
books. The possibilities
 are endless. 
And then there's
 the beach. Enough said. If you 
can't find your way there, you 
can always lay on the 
grass and sun yourself. 
Of course, the main point of going to school is study-
ing. However, one must remember that going to  school 










 I realize a great
 number of 




ourselves,  but even
 I find some 
time to enjoy 
the 
outdoors and




be TV, the 
outdoors,  
sports
 and the 
like  
or work, there
 will always 
be
 something 
somewhere  to 
distract  you from
 schoolwork. 
You might as 
well  benefit 
from it. 
The least it 




worst it could do 
 well that 
depends
 on you. 
LETTERS 
TO THE EDITOR 
committments to give the office the time it needs."
 Was 
that
 a necessary statement to 
print  in order to fulfill 
your "responsibility" to 




I always thought that opinions either "are" or "are 
not," meaning that they are definite behind an issue and 
not in dilemma. Michael
 Schneider is too overburdened 
or he is not overburdened, but he should never "seem" 
to be anything. In my opinion,  it does not "seem"
 to me 
that you used the word "seem" to provide shoddy sub-
stance behind a statement that you know nothing
 about. 
I know you did. 
It is nice to 
look up to the Daily as a future field for 
career fertilization, but it is disheartening to cross such 
morbid misjudgements
 such as the obvious statement 
against the candidacy of Michael Schneider.
 It gets real 
scary when the press is misused to persuade 
popular
 
opinion. Of course, if the article was 
solely written for 
the 
endorsement of Cordova, then the 
banner and 
the 
paragraphs would have been complimentary.
 
That
 is, of course, providing that a 
pro -Schneider 
piece also received equal space and equal 
captiousness. 
The thing that 
hits me the most ironic deals with 
a 
story that appeared
 tucked away on the back page of an 
early March edition in 
which  the Daily did some prime 
prize acquisition in a statewide competition. 
It supports
 the rumor that I first learned way
 back 
in high-school which




 minumum amount of effort to check 
the Daily editorials for bias, which is probably nothing 
compared to the endeavor that goes into those issues 
that are submitted for competitions. I do not know what 
those contest judges would say about that 
editorial,  but I 
do have one more small question: When are the real 
Daily readers going to 
see a little of that effort? 









































Once again congratulations go out to 
that  depend-
able 
A.S.  vote-counting computer which has left
 the 
credibility of all the final 
election tallies up in the air. 
It just goes to show that even in the valley of "high
 
tech," computers are 
far from infallible. Unfortunately. 
people like Progressive Student Party candidate Doris 
Mercier, who lost the race for A.S. 
Director  of Student 
Personnel after 
the error was detected, must carry the 
weight of such mistakes. 
Anyone for hand counting? 












 Lim wants to do away with our lunch 
hour entertainment outside the Student 
Union. Way-
land, some of us 
like to get a few  laughs from those co-
medians (I don't see how you could ever 
confuse them 
with evangelists). 
Judging from the response the Cindy 
Lauper sound -
alike received, I 
would say she performed better than 
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IS too old to 
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p.m. a man 








today at 5 
p.m. a bomb


























evacuation  of 
West  Hall because
 
the call was
 made to 





calls for all the 
residence
 halls, Drum-
mond said, the 




have  been placed in any 
of the seven 
halls. 
"Theoretically,
 the bomb could have been 




Brown said he did not 
consider  searching 
the other residence 
halls,  yet he said all rea-
sonable 
precautions
 were taken. 
Following a search of the
 12 -story hall by 
three 
search  teams 











allowed  into 
the 
building  at 
3:30p.m. 
'If a student put
 the 




 got us, 
but we 
searched every common 
place.'
 Will  
Koehn,  
Resident  Hall 
Security  Director 
Will Koehn, residence 
hall security direc-
tor, 
said  the search teams began on the roof 
and finished in the 
basement. 
"We searched every single place three 
times where
 a 
non-resident  could 
go,"
 Koehn 
said. "If a student put the bomb under 
his  bed 
well then they got us, but we sear bed every 
commonplace."
 
Although no bomb was found, signs were 
posted on the main entrances at the residence 
hall stating that despite a thorough search,  a 
bomb may explode 
at 5 p.m. The signs recom-
mended students be at alternative locations at 
that time. 
Even though there was no explosion,
 most 
residents 




-West Hall residence di-
rector, said most students he talked with 
would 
leave the hall before 5 p.m. and return later.
 
Brown said he also 
would  be out of his of-
fice, Which is located in West Hall. 
"I don't 










Brandishing: An SJSU residence 
hall student allegedly threatened his 
former girlfriend with a gun Tuesday 
March 20 at 10:10 p.m., said Russ Luns-
ford, University Police information of-
ficer. 
Although the man denied threaten-
ing 
the woman with the gun, he ad-
mitted to carrying it. The gun was con-
fiscated by University Police, Lunsford 
said. 
Lunsford refused
 to reveal the 
names of the students involved because 
no one was arrested. He said the two 
students live in Joe West and 
Royce 
halls, but he 
would  not say who lives 
where.  
The matter has been 
turned
 over to 
the dean of student services office be-
cause Lunsford said there was insuffi-
cient criminal evidence 
for an arrest. 
According to the 
woman's
 report, 
the man walked her to an area near the 
Business Tower and accused 
the  
woman of placing sugar in 
his car's gas 
tank.  
When she denied doing 
this, he al-
legedly  demanded to know who did. He 
then reportedly threatened to 
shoot  her 
and removed a short -barrel
 handgun, 
pointed it at her 
and cocked it, Luns-
ford said. 
The man said 
the woman must
 
have seen the 
gun  in his pants because 
he insists he never
 removed it. 
Lunsford 
said  the gun was proba-
bly a .22 
caliber
 pistol. 
   
Attempted unlawful 
entry: Using a 
coat 
hanger,
 an SJSU engineering 
stu-
dent reportedly tried 
to break into the 
Engineering Building
 Saturday at 8:46 
a.m. 
However,  he was stopped by 
an 
SJSU 
community  service 
officer and 
chased for 25 yards 
until he was appre-
hended by 
University  Police. 
CSO 
Bruce Beckington
 noticed the 
student in front
 of the northeast 
en-
trance  to the building. The 
student
 said 
he tried to get 
into the building to study 
and asked
 the CSO to forget 
what  he 
saw. Lunsford said. 
When
 Beckington 
began  calling in 
the 
incident  by radio, 
the  student began 
walking 
away  and said, 
"Don't
 be an 
asshole." 
He allegedly 
dropped his coat 
hanger 
down a sewer 
drain  and began 
running,
 Lunsford said. 
After a 
short  chase, the 
student  
was 
stopped on the east 
side of the engi-
neering driveway
 and questioned by of-
ficer Alvin Scott. 
The 
student  was not 
arrested  and 




 was referred to the
 dean 
of student 
services office and 
to the 
dean
 of engineering. 
Referring 




 services is not 
uncommon,  but 
it depends





 not broken into the 
building,  he was not arrested.
 
Lunsford 
said if the person was 
not  






















 of the 
building  is open 
24 




 to use 
computer  lab 
facilities  
and to 
study  in one open 
classroom. 
Petty theft:





 worth of be-
longings
 was stolen
 in Clark 
Library  
Monday 
at 3 p.m. 
The victim was 
studying  on the 
first floor of 
the  library when she 
left 
her books and 
army
 bag at a desk. 




army  bag was gone but her books 
were not 
taken.  
The bag contained 
$20 in currency, 
sun glasses, a cassette player and her 
wallet with 
credit  cards. 









Spartan  Daily 
Serving 
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this 
newspaper  as 
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Jose Slate Univer 



















today,  as fire-
fighters 
fought  to control
 a 
four
-alarm fire at a ranch
 
supply store
 in south 
Mod-
esto. 
"The place is 
a total 
loss," 





The blaze at the PV 
Ranch  & 
Home
 supply 
store,  at 2200 Crows 
Land-




 a sheriff's dep-








to bring it under 
control.













which  sells livestock 
and 
garden supplies
 as well as 







deputies  were sum-
moned  to control traffic 
around  the business be-
cause of the 
blasts,  but 
Sheridan
 said the explo-
sions did not 
hamper  fire 
fighting.
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 Call or write 
today, 
Prof 
Robert  Hefner, MET Inc. 
1407 Morton Ave Rm 205 




"I'll  come out here (outside the 
building) and then go back in at 5:05 
p.m." 
While the building was searched, more 
than 100 of West Hall's 570 
residents
 sat on 
grass or leaned
 against cars waiting to be let 
into the building. 
Student
 Donna Myer waited for 45 minutes. 
"I was ready to walk into 
the building and 
Greg Mack, the fifth floor resident adviser told 
me 
to take a seat outside," 
said  Myer. "I'm 
tired of waiting. I have to go to work." 
Momemts




Dourov said nearly all bomb threats prove 
negative.  
The 
last time a bomb exploded
 on campus 
was in 
1977 in the Business Classrooms Build-
ing. The bomb was 
placed
 in the office of Reli-
gious
 Studies Prof. Richard
 Keady. 
No one 
was  hurt in the blast. 
There have been 
three bomb threats this 
month. 
A man called the University 
Police
 Tues-
day and said "there
 are six bombs in the build-
ing." 
The caller
 did not specify which building 
and no bombs were found. 
Another 
reported
 bomb threat occurred 
Friday, March 9, at 11:20 
p.m.  The call was 
placed to University 
Police and the caller said 
a 
bomb was placed in the Student Union. The 
building was evacuated and no 
bomb was 
found by University Police.
 





 chief  







Resident Director John 
Hiley,  
of Moulder Hall, has complained 
about the 
actions
 of University 
Police Officer John Moffitt during 
an emergency
 situation Friday 
night in Moulder Hall. 
He complained to Housing Di-
rector Willie 
Brown that he was 
physically removed by 
Moffitt 
from a dorm room 
where a visi-
tor, Jeff Johnson, had 
stopped
 
breathing,  Hiley said. 
Johnson, 
who  was suffering 
from acute alcohol 
overdose  even-
tually had to be taken by ambu-







procedure that the resident direc-
tors
 are suppose to follow when 
dealing with the police, Brown 
said. The 
RD's
 are acting under 











 call at 1:06 
a.m., officers Greg
 Acton and 
Moffitt,











 officers found 






Seconds  later Hiley came 
in 




 room, according  to 
witnesses. 
Upon request of the paramed-
ics, the 
officers asked people to 








 ( AP)  The county's refusal to 
allow  
inmates awaiting trial to touch their visitors
 is a form of 
"torture," an American Civil Liberties
 Union lawyer told 
the U.S. Supreme Court. 
"Visualize a 
person  (at the jail) who is a father," 
Alvin Bronstein, head of the ACLU's national prison pro-
ject, told the justices Wednesday. 
"For months, or even years, he cannot even touch 
that child," he said. "I would find that 
to
 be not ( merely) 
punishment. I would find that to be 
torture." 
The Constitution says people awaiting trial are pre-
sumed to be 
innocent.
 The Supreme Court ruled in 1979 
that prison officials can impose restrictions on people 
awaiting trial, as long as the restrictions
 have some pur-
pose other than punishment. 
The county's prohibition on contact "is not punish-
ment," Frederick R. 
Bennett,  Los Angeles deputy county 
counsel,
 told the justices during a hearing on the 
county's 
appeal of two lower 
court decisions. 
The 
Los  Angeles Times reported on 
the hearing 
Thursday.  
Bennett  said the 
21 -year -old 
Central  Jail "was 
not de-
signed  for contact
 visitation," 
and the ban 
is justified due 
to drug
 problems. The




cility, holds about 6,350 inmates. 










are separated by 
glass panels. 
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%Intr. CALL TOLL MI SOO 223 I/12 
leave the room. lille) 
alter  being 
asked twice, would not leave so 
Moffitt  forcefully removed him 
from the room. he said.  
When 
police
 are instructed to 
clear a room, everyone must 
leave, 






Hiley said he is 
now wonder-
ing what
 is the policy 
concerning 
the interaction
 of the 
police  de-
partment















police  and I was 
completely 
surprised by 
the  way things 
were  
handled,"  Hiley 
said. 
Moffitt 





derstanding  1/I 









 but said 
that
 he will not follow
 up on this 
individual 
complaint.  but is going 
invite
 interim 
Police  Chief 
Mau-
rice 
Jones  to one of 
the  RD meet-
ings
 to explain 













there  have been
 other isolated 
in-
cidents similar to this 
one, Brown 
said. 
Generally,  the police and the
 
people in charge 
of the dorms 
work 
together,  but the police 
have 
a job to do, 
and  if a person is 
asked to 
leave a room, no matter
 
who
 they are, they must 
leave the 






RIVERSIDE  (AP)  
A judge 
Thursday  convicted 
nurse Robert Diaz 
of murdering 
12
 elderly patients 
at two 
hospitals
 in 1981 with a 
heart  drug over-
dose. The 





could be sentenced 




the  verdict. 
Diaz's wife. Martha.
 said she would file 
for a legal separation later in the day. 
Diaz, 
dressed in a biege suit, sat 
quietly,  nervously drumming his fin-
gers on a table, as Superior Court 
Judge John H. 
Bernard  read his verdict 
in the five -month, non -jury 
trial. 
"It will take some to soak in. What 
we need to do now 
is to sit down with 
Bob and take
 care of him." said Public 
Defender  John 
J. Lee. 




 B. Lewis. said they will 
appeal. 







Apple  Valley, was
 con-
victed 













 Pass Memorial 
Hospi-
tal,  in 
Banning.  
Diaz
 was working 
as
 a temporary 
overnight  nurse in the intensive-care 
units of 
both hospitals at the time. He 
has been in Riverside
 County Jail since 
his 
arrest  in November 1981. 
Prosecutors  alleged that Diaz in-
jected the patients with overdoses of 
li-
docaine, a relaxant used to control ir-
regular heart beat. Autopsies on the 
exhumed bodies indicated
 the victims 
had 
more than 1,000 milligrams of the 
drug  in their systems when they died. 
Defense attorneys 
argued  that the 
high
 levels of the drug may have been 
created by 
buildup  of therapeutic doses 
given over a long period. 
Early in the investigation.  Diaz 
said. "I know of no reason 





 District Attorney Patrick 
Magers said of the verdict. "We are 
elated."  
During Thursday's three -minute 
hearing in a small, jammed courtroom. 
Bernard did not explain how he 
reached his verdict. 
He made a finding of 
"special  cir-
cumstances," because multiple mur-
ders were involved. Under California. 
"special circumstances" make a per-
son eligible for the death penalty. 
which Magers said would be sought. 
The penalty phase of the case be-
gins 
April  9 












































































 page I 
said.  "I put 
it
 aside and 
completed  it 
later  in 
longhand.  It took 
about
 two or three 
minutes.  
When
 you see 
something
 like that, 
you  tend to 





 you think about your 
place."  
Buerger
 said he 
does  not regret
 sending 
the questionnaire
 back but 
concedes
 to dissat-
isfaction  with the 
way






"When  we heard 
about  the results,
 
showed it 
to Gail, and with 
her  being a 
sociolog-
ist, she didn't think
 much of it  




 that's what 




SJSU's  public 
information 
manager who 
spent a year 
in
 the same 
position  
at Sonoma State
 University, also 
criticized  the 








"I'm sure it was done with sincerity, but I 
profoundly 
question  the way it was done," he 
said. "Sonoma finished last but I have to think 
that's because of reputation. When Peter Di-
amandopoulos was president there, they had 
an awful lot of conflict between 
administration  
and  faculty. He's 
gone now, and things have 
gotten a lot better  but how many people real-
ize that?" 
The inevitable 









 overall, two 
spots ahead of SJSU. 
"I 






is a good school, with some 
good programs. 




"I think we are one of the finest undergrad 
uate schools in the system." 
Each 




equally  when 
accumulated  for 
































































page  I 
Neese said he 
wants to 
move ahead 
as soon as the 
environmental impact re-
port is completed,
 which he 
estimates will take 60 days. 
The task force, on the other 
hand, has been 
given until 
Dec. 31 to report its recom-




member of the task force, 
said 
collaboration  would 
help the city avoid building 
two  similar 
arenas. 
"Why should we dupli-
cate? We 
are traveling in 
the same 
direction. We 






a high -quality arena would 
be necessary 
to upgrade 
San Jose's image and to at-
tract larger,
 more diverse 
crowds. At the future joint 
meeting, 
members  will dis-
cuss the feasibility of en-
larging the 










constructing  seats as op-





 cost is estimated at $15 
Million. A 
downtown  arena 
would 
cost  more than $138 






proposed  Rec 




ciate executive vice presi-




 the Rec Center 
competitive factor was 
low
 
because "it would be a stu-

















approval  of 
the  fi-
nancial 




Chancellor's  Office. 
If 




























addresses  SJSU 
By Anne Hellquist
 
The Soviet Union and the United States 
are  both mak-
ing the mistake 
of perceiving each other as their "mirror 
images," according to Dietrich
 Loeber. a professor of law 
and international relations at Christian Albrecht
 Univer-
sity in Kiel, West Germany. 
Addressing about 70 faculty 
and students on Wednes-
day in a crowded Student Union Costanoan 
Room,  Loeber 
said this "mirror image" is dangerous because it ignores 
the fundamental differences that exist 
between the two 
nations.  
Loeber is a former director of the Institute for the 
Study of Law, Politics, and Society of 
the Socialist States 
at Christian Albrecht University. He is also a member of 
the Academy of International Law at the Hague in Hol-
land.  
In his speech, "Socialist Internationalism or National 
Interests?", Loeber outlined five major distinguishing 
characteristics of the Soviet political system. 
These areas are the Soviet party system, the Soviets 
concept of 
social
 organizations, their form of individual 
citizen involvement in politics, their party policy, and 
their country's national interest. 
The Communist Party in the Soviet Union is a "mis-
nomer," Loeber said, "because it's not a party at all. 
"It is the political nucleus of 
everything  in the coun-
try." 




is "to be the guiding force in political affairs. It 
is a super agency of the state for political affairs,"
 Loeber 
said. 
Its function in foreign policy, he said, is to show soli-
darity with
 the proletariat in other countries. 
The U.S. 
State  Department, which is its American 
counterpart,
 deals solely with other countries' ministries 
of 
foreign
 affairs, not with representatives of any social 
class,  he said. 
Other organizations which have a different function 
in the Soviet Union are social organizations, Loeber said. 
"Social 
organizations in the United States take an ac-
tive interest in foreign policy," he said. 
U.S. citizens have the ability to form organizations 
and put pressure on the State Department and the admin-
istration, Loeber said.
 
Private pressure groups do exist in the Soviet Union, 
but all are led by the Communist Party, he said. Each has 
a "profile" or charter which it must act
 in accordance 
with. 
"You can be active in the field of foreign policy as a 
citizen only through the specific channels of these organi-
zations," Loeber said. Individuals acting outside of these 
charters  would be acting outside of the law. 
Individual citizens in the Soviet Union are all "em-
ployees" of the state and are therefore not allowed to be 
"as active and vocal as Americans," Loeber said. Citi-
zens there are "very careful not 
to antagonize or say any-
thing which will
 jeopardize their positions." 
In the Soviet Union, the policy of the party is based 
upon the class 
concept which "permeates all activities," 
Loeber  
said.  
"You are not supposed to analyze
 concepts subjec-
tively, you have to do it from a 
class position," he said, In 
foreign 






not  have a 
counterpart
 to this class con-
cept in the
 U S., according to 
Locher.  
However,  problems 
arise  when this class 
approaches 
conflicts 
with  national 
interests.
 In these 
cases.  Loeber 
said, 
"the
 Soviet Union acts 
very 
pragmatically 
Depending upon the situation,
 sometimes the 
socialist  
Ideology 
prevails, and at 
other  times national 
interest 
prevails, he said. 
"As long as we keep in mind
 these five points, we will 
be free from the 






















Division  I 
sta-
tus
 on its 
own. 
SJSU currently qual-
ifies  for Division I because 
five Pacific Coast
 Athletic 




more than 20,000 
fans 
a game -and 17,000 
at 
home games. 
Because the task force 
is also considering a down-
town stadium, 
some  mem-
bers said two stadiums in 
the same area could create 
environmental impact 
problems due to increased 









































 rating the 
19 cam-
puses 





system  made one 
error that 
professional 
polls  don't make,
 said So-
ciology Prof. 
Geoffrey  Tootell. 
"One 
thing that is 
very important
 
before  you can assess




 know where 
the  responses 
came from," 
Tootell said. 
Tootell,  who has 




 an upper di-
vision  sociology class
















research  methods. 






its March issue, and
 has been widely 
criticized 
by
 SJSU administration 
and 
the 










124 responses, but 
they 
sent 77 to the 
Chancellor's  administra-
tion in 
Long  Beach, and 
down  there you 
have nothing
 but a bunch 
of lackeys," 
he said. "How









Giles, founder and 
editor of 
California  Higher Education, 
could not pinpoint the 
origin of the re-
sponses, he felt some of the results 




would  not have mattered. 
"The fact that San Diego State was 
far superior in the results tells us that 
people think it is 'tops' in the system," 
Giles said. "Even if we were able to 
take out any responses from San Diego, 
it would have still been on top." 
Giles said he felt 400 questionnaires 
distributed among 
the  19 schools and 
the system's Long Beach 
headquarters  
would
 be a "good arbitrary figure
 to de-
termine
 how people felt 
about  certain 
campuses." 
But 
Tootell fired more 
criticisms. 
"They
 sent the same 
number of 
questionnaires to 
schools  of vastly dif-
ferent size," he said. 
"San Jose State 
has a far larger faculty 
than,  say, So-
noma.
 
"You also have to look at the pro-
grams within the schools. Different 
schools 
have  different specialties,  and 
that's where comparisons should be 
made. 








 as well take them into 
the 

























































pretty  sight. 
SJSU




bumbled  for 
nine  innings. 
The 
teams 






were  on 
top in the
 most vital
 of statistics 
 
the final score
  winning 
9-8. 
Game










Don  Dunster 
locked
 up 
in a pitching duel 
for most of it. 
Both 
hurlers  flirted with trouble, 
but the Spartans
 eked it out, 
2-1,  
registering
 their fifth 
double-
header 




isn't going to quibble about 
the 
aesthetics of either game. "Those 
were
 two tight games," he said. 
"That second game was pretty 
well
 played. We were a little 
ragged in the first game  
but 
we'll take it." 
The Spartans (5-0)  seem to be 




times  the Gaels had a 
runner in scoring position, but all 
four times, 
Hibberd
 wiggled free 
of trouble. On all four occasions, 
either Kevin Sullivan or Steve 
Olson rapidly warmed 
up in the 
bullpen. 
In the second inning, Chris 
Gaeckle was 
on second with two 




 to second 
baseman Lou 
Holt. 
In the third, Hibberd faced a 
slightly tougher crisis. The Gaels 
had runners on 
second  and third 
with
 one out. But Hibberd got Bob 
O'Hearn  and Mark 
Homen to pop 
up to stortstop Tom Krause. 
The 
Gaels  scored their only 




 threw two wild pitches. 
The earned run 
was  the first 
Hibberd had
 allowed in 19 innings. 
"Huck's
 
probably  doing a bet-
ter job than
 any of our pitchers," 
assistant 
coach Chad Roseboom 
said.  
Hibberd 
continued to fight his 
way out of trouble. In the 
fifth, two 
more runners
 were in scoring posi-
tion with two outs. Hibberd then 
retired Homen on a strike out. 
'Those
 






 was pretty well 
played.
 We were a 
little








Spartan  head coach 
Northern 
California  Baseball As-
sociation title. Only Fresno State  
12-01, which 
swept  the University 
of Santa
 Clara Wednesday, re-
mains unbeaten in league
 play. 
The Bulldogs are 





 who have 
won 
13
 game in 14 tries, aren't
 
peeking over their 
shoulders yet. 
It's a little
 too early in the season 
to play scoreboard watching. 
The 
Spartans.  though, 







 battles, the 
second  game 
had
 it. Dunster 
allowed  only four 
hits, while 
Hibberd





ners on base. 
"That 
was a dogfight," 
said  
Hibberd, who turned 
in his third -
straight impressive performance. 
"It 
was a struggle for 
me at times. 




was  fortunate. I'd 
get into trouble 
and 
they'd  either ground 
out or pop 




second  with one 
out. But Mike 
Taber  popped up to 
first baseman Dwayne 
Graybill  
and Lakin grounded out. Am-
azingly, Hibberd got out of it 
again.
 
The seventh and final inning 
was yet another heart
-pounder.  
Hibberd walked Jensen, but Greg 
Redmond got jammed on an inside 
pitch and hit a roller to Holt, who 
initiateda nifty 4-6-3 double  play. 
It wasn't quite over yet, as 
Matt Castello singled to center. 
O'Hearn, who earlier rapped one 
off the left field fence,
 then lined 
out to 
Krause  to end it . 
The Spartans were
 in a bind in 
the first game to say the least. The 
Gaels had scored two runs in the 
eighth inning to pull to within one, 
9-8. It could hve been worse, but
 
left fielder Ken Caminiti gunned 
down O'Hearn, who tried to stretch 




niti, who had four hits in the first 
game. "I got the ball 
and  
just 
came up throwing. Luckily, it was 
right on the bag." 
With two outs 
and none on, 
Menges brought in pitcher Ron 
Rooker, 
the NCBA Player of the 
Week. Rooker walked Jeff Peter-
son, but struck out Holmen
 to end 
the inning. 
Taber singled 
to start the ninth 
and was sacrificed to second by 
Redmond. 
Gaeckle








With pinch -hitter Al Aragon 
up, Gaeckle
 stole second, with 






 open, Menges 
had thought briefly of walking Ar-
agon. But with Rooker 
on
 the  
mound, he decided against it. 
On the next pitch, Rooker 
sailed a fastball 
by
 Aragon, who 
barely moved. Aragon said a cou-
ple of words to the umpire, then 
walked  away. 
"Rudy I Escalante I 
didn't 
even have to move his glove," 
Rooker  said. "That was the kind of 
pitch you pray 
for.
 I don't know 
what that guy was arguing about." 
Rooker then put it away by in-
ducing Jensen to ground out to 
Holt.  
This was a new experience for 
Rooker, who has pitched exclu-
sively as a 
starter  this year. But 
the pressure wasn't anything he 
couldn't handle. 
"This doesn't get me ner-
vous," he said. "This is where you 
prove you can get the job done. I'll 
come in out of the bullpen any -
day." 
The Spartans looked like they 
might fly away from St. Mary's 
early on in the first game, jumping 





 struggling for 
most of the year, accounted for 
three of those runs, sending a 




"That was a curveball up and 
in," Bajtos said. "I just 
fought  it 
off. Earlier this year. I couldn't 
have bought a hit. Now, they're 
falling in for me." 
Bajtos, who will probably 
be-
come the regular designated hitter 
against left-handed pitchers, also 
picked up a another RBI on,a dou-
ble, and also blooped a 
single  to 
right. 
"I feel real comfortable," said 
Bajtos, who had only three hits in 
30 at -bats as of Wednesday. "I'm 
taking more pitches. 
I'm not jump-
ing on the 
first  pitch." 
Craig Sailor 






 after hitting a 
three -run homer. 
The four -run 
first was 
hardly enough against a po-
tent St. 
Mary's team. The 
Gaels made it 4 -tin the third, 
then 5-3 
in the fourth. The 
Spartans got a little breathing 
room at 
7-3, but the Gaels 
inched 
back
 at 7-6. 
Spartan starter 
Terry 


































was replaced by 
Matt  McPeak in the
 fifth. 
"I was psyched 
up too 
much," said Adams, who 
wanted to fare 
well  in front of 
Dunster,  his teammate at 
Mission College. 
"I've  been 
thinking 
about  this game for a 
long 
time."  
By Joe Roderick 




launching  pad of the Northern California Base-
ball Association.
 
The dimensions  340-feet down the lines, 375 to 
the 
power allies and 420 to center
 - don't reveal much. But 
Wolf Pack coach Gary Powers offers his insight. 
"I think the air here
 makes the ball carry better than 
in the Bay 
Area."  
The result  home run city.
 
The Spartans, 5-0 in NCBA play, will 
test the air in 
Reno this weekend, playing the Wolf Pack in a three -
game series 
beginning Saturday. 
"The big thing we have to tell our pitchers is 
to
 keep 
the ball down," Spartan coach Chad
 Roseboom said. 
"They've been getting
 the ball up, and hitters have been 
flying out deep. If they get the ball up in Reno's park, it's 
out of there. There could be a lot of home runs hit." 
The Wolf Pack, called
 the most improved team in the 
league by several NCBA coaches, bolted out to a 15-4-1 
non -conference start. 
But since
 non-league, the Wolf Pack have been 
on
 the 
road for five straight NCBA 
games  stumbling to a 2-3 
start.
 
Power doesn't blame the slow start on road games  
he's upset
 over his team's lack 
of
 punch. "If we had 
hit 
the ball in two of those
 losses, we would have won." he 
said, "but we didn't do 
i(so
 rather than being 4-1, we're 2-
3." 
Despite not hitting in a couple of those games. Reno 
still possesses a .309 batting average, a league -leading
 
figure. The Wolf 
Pack  are also near the top in home runs 
25)  a majority of those hit at home. 
Powers downplays the 
Wolf Pack's apparent 
home -
field advantage. "I think every team plays 
better
 at home 
 not just us." 
But no 
NCBA  team, other than Reno, is 9-0 at home 
this year. The Wolf Pack were just 19-28 overall 
last year, 
but managed to break-even
 13-13) at home. 
Leader 
of
 the Pack is shortstop Dave Savin, hitting 
.341 with six home runs and 29 RBI. Other notables are 
first baseman Ted Higgins 1.361, 4 HR. 31 
RBI. third 





 HR, 14 RBI). 
Everybody was hitting  until Reno played 
St.  
Mary's and Pacific. 
"It's  been a lack of concentration on 
our part," Powers said. "It's cost us." 
Reno has also been hurt 
by
 the dismissal of shortstop 
Tony Bloomfield
 and pitcher Pat Dougherty, a pair of LA 
Harbor College transfers who were ruled academically 
ineligible two weeks
 ago. 
Bloomfield is replaceable, but 
Powers  was counting 
on Dougherty for 
plenty.
 "We're not going to worry about 
that,"
 Powers said. "We really don't even 
like  to talk 
about
 that  
NOTES 
 The SJSU-Reno clashes have been 
wild af-
fairs  particularly in Reno. 
In 1980, the Spartans 
erupted for 19 runs





 to the plate. But in the second
 game, Reno beat 
SJSU, 4-2..
 . Last year, the 
Spartans  lost the first 
game.
 
13-2.  but rebounded to win 
the
 second. 18-1. Three current
 
Spartans hit homers in that
 game  Reggie Simmons.
 
Jeff Crace and 
Dwayne
 Graybill. . Ron
 Rooker. Steve 
Olson, Kevin Sullivan 
or
 Huck Hibberd will start 
for  the 
Spartans







EDS presents you with the greatest 
challenge of your
 life. And we can 
prepare
 you to take it 






SED  Program is the most 
demanding  
and  most rewarding  
training program in the data processing 
industry. As an EDS Systems Engineer, 








You'll  be 
given  a tremendous 
amount 
of responsibility in programming and 
analysis.
 And you'll also 
have  a lot of 
opportunities  to interact with the 
customers/users
 you serve. 
The SED Program lasts about 18 





you'll  ever 
have. SED 
Program Instructors are 
seasoned EDS professionals. whose 
knowledge is drawn from actual on-the-
job experience. Throughout the 
program, we support you with state-of-
the-art equipment and the optimal 
environment for creative problem -
solving in technology. You emerge  
not just a technician  but a business 
person committed to customer 
satisfaction. You gain practical 
knowledge that places you far ahead 
of your 
peers.  
EDS  is looking for bright indi-
viduals who want to win, and who are 
willing to relocate and
 travel throughout 
the 
country.
 We'd like to talk to 
graduates with an outstanding 
record  
of academic and extra
-curricular  
achievement, and a major in Manage-
ment Information Systems, Computer 
Information
 Systems, or Computer
 
Science. Any academic major with solid 
business and  data








and  top-notch 
communication 
skills  are a must. 






over 13,000 strong, and growing. 
Our four major information processing 
centers and EDS NET network link 
over 
25,000  interactive 
terminals.
 And 
we're  now 
one of the 
largest
 
users  of 
IBM equipment in the 
world,
 with 
operations in all 50 states and seven 
foreign countries. Indeed, we're 
taking 




 ahead  take it on with EDS. 
If interested,
 contact your Placement
 
Office  
to schedule an interview. Or, 
write
 to: Bob 





























Nothing  seems 
to come 
easy  for 
SJSU's track 
and field squad. 
According  to head 
coach Ernie 
Bul-
lard,  the 
Spartans
 will be 
facing  another 
tough 




of New Mexico 
at











Track and Field 
meet. Sacramento is 2-2 on 
the year with 
wins over Humbolt State and San Fran-
cisco State. 
The Spartans are 3-1 on the year, com-
ing off a narrow 
87-75  victory over Long 
Beach State in Southern California last 
weekend.  
Although the Spartans are still having 




squad has looked 
sharp. The Spartan discus squad, in par-
ticular, is solid; five throwers have had 
personal bests this
 season. 
Jim Doehring, Steve Struble, and Dan 
Katches have all thrown over 170 feet on 
the season. Doehring 
leads the team with 
a mark of 183-1 while Struble and Katches 
have marks of 172-11. The latter two tied 
for first with their marks last weekend 
against
 the 49ers. 
In the No. 4 and 5 spots 
are Fred Schu-
macher and Thorstein Thorsson. Schu-
macher 
has thrown 160-4  on the season 
while Thorsson has
 a best of 152-3. 
Doehring, who has a slightly injured 
hand, reached a personal best in the shot 
put as well. His 
63-212 mark also qualifies 
him for the NCAA Outdoor Championships 
to be held May 29 through June 2 in Eu-
gene, Oregon. Katches is second with a 51-
0 3/4 and Kjell Bystedt, the Swedish olym-
pic 
hopeful,























 the Spartan leader in 
the hammer throw. His 240-2 mark, which 
is a school record, has also qualified him 
for a spot at the NCAA meet. Joining him 




 that the 
Spartans
 
are still a "basically incomplete 
team. 
Although he said the field athletes have 
carried the 
Spartans,  he mentioned there 
have been some runners who have
 turned 
in good performances on the yea ras well.
 
Three of those runners are Glenn Lee. 
Mike Chukes, and Harry Campbell. Lee 
and Chukes were 
double winners Iasi 
weekend  in the distances and hurdles. Le 




meters. His time in the 5000 meters was 
seasonal
 best at 14:28.26. Chukes set a per 
sonal best with a win in the
 110 meter Inn 
dles. His time in that event was 
14.3),  
Chukes also took the 400 intermediate
 hot 
dles with a time of 52.22. 
Campbell
 leads the Spartan runners in 
the 200 meters and
 400 meters with 21.2 
and 47.73 times. Bullard said that 
Camp-
bell did 
a good job against the 49ers by fin-
ishing a "tough second" in the 
200's. 
New  Mexico will be 
participating
 in its 
first outdoor meet of 
the year. The Lobos. 
who finished 10th at the NCAA indoor 




 Rudd, who will partici-
pate in five events. Rudd will be compet-
ing in the long 
jump,  triple jump, 100 and 
200  meters, and the 400 meter relays. 
Rudd should provide Spartan 
Lam 
Weldon with a challenge in the
 triple 
jump. Rudd's best on the 
year is 53-8 
Freshman Weldon has jumped 51-1 
Rudd's long jump is pretty impressive as 
well. He has a best of 25-8.
 The closest 
Spartan to that mark is Kristjan Hardar-
son, who holds the 
Icelandic
 national re-
cord with a jump of 25-6 3/4. 
Mike 
Chukes  breaks the tape as part of the Spartans' mile 
relay team in a 
meet




 of the SJSt 
sprinters will 
try to put it 

















The Spartans were 
sailing along, having 
won  four of 
their last five 
matches,  when a non
-conference  opponent, 
the 
University  of Hawaii,
 invaded San 
Jose
 and blew 
them right out of the 
water, blanking the 
netters 9-0. De-
spite 
the lopsided final, SJSU, 
now 5-5, hung close in seve-
Tennis
 




 of Wednessday's match didn't suprise 
anyone as Hawaii is one 
of the top teams in the nation, up-
ping its record to 15-3 with the win. Hawaii
 hasn't broken 
into the top twenty
 yet, but many feel that that is 
because  
the top tennis powers will not play
 it for fear of blemishing 
their record.
 
While not a itnowledging
 this claim outright, Ha-
waii's coach Jim Schmitter did say that year after 
year 
the University of Hawaii offers to 
play  teams like Stan-
ford and Cal, at their home court, and annually those 
schools turn down Hawaii's offer. 
The Spartans
 chances against the strong Hawaii 
team were hurt by the absence of Julie Rose, who missed
 
the match with a strained 
hamstring
 muscle. Her absence 
forced singles players 4-6 to play at a flight higher than 
usual.
 
As alluded to earlier,
 Hawaii obviously dominated the 
match score, but their were several close matches. Three
 
matches 









 matches %ton in either





 Rochelle Morrison 
stormed




releying on a big serve and agrres-
sive net play. 
Rosie Vera Cruz. however, raised
 the level 
of 
her game and began to frustrate 
SJSU's  top seed by re-
turning absolutely everything.
 A typical point went some-
thing like this: 
Morrison would hit a sizziling forehand 
down the line and Vera Cruz
 would somehow get to it, lift 
a deep lob to 
get  back in the point, and then 
take
 advan-
tage of miscue by her 




 in this fasion Vera Cruz 
swooped the next six 
games to capture the first set 
7-5. In the second set Morri-
son appeared to try to be too fine with her shots, 
losing  the 
set and the match by a final 7-5. 6-4 
count.
 
In other tight straight -set matches. Jeanne 
Gobat
 






 Aileen Neshi in No. 4 singles. 
and 
Michelle  Murray and Jeanne Gobat combined 
to
 edge 
Spartans Lynda Rose and Nishi in No. 3 
doubles by identi 
cal 7-6
 tiebreaker scores. 
Taking their Hawaii opponents
 to three set were 
Lynda Rose (No. 6 
singles
 )  ending her eight match 
win-
ning streak  who lost to 
Murray.
 Morrison and 
Morrell
 
( No. 1 doubles)who lost to Vera Cruz and Rose Thomas 
and 
Anh-Doa  Espinosa and Bev 




who lost to Windy Tadani and Robin Young. 
The  match, however, was not without its blowouts 













100 hrs., April 2, 12pm  











I I th 
St 
IKE 
If anyone is 
Interested 












nents, Thomas, and Tandy. 
In a match that hovered somewhere between a blow-
out and a cliff-hanger, Espinosa dropped a 6-1, 6-4 deci-
sion in No. 3 singles to 
Gobat. 
SJSU coach Lisa Beritzhoff attributed much of the 
Spartan's.failure to capture a single match to" a letdown 

































May  29, 1984 
Stop by DBH 136B for a 




Continuing  Education 
Any time's a wild time 
when
 you add the 
great taste of Two 
Fingers
 and this 
wild Two Fingers 
T-shirt,  To get 
yours, send your name, address. 
style preference and size (men s 
style S,M,L or women s French 
cut S.M. Li along with $7.50, to 
Two Fingers T-shirt Offer, 
266 North Rocky 
River
 Dr 
Berea, Ohio 44017 
Please 
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 will gather 
together  to dance, 
sing,  
eat traditional 
"frybread"  and 
celebrate






The powwow is 
being coordinated
 by the SJSU 
De-




thal, and will 
feature
 dancers in traditional
 dress, drum 
groups,  crafts and
 much more. 
Leventhal said he 
"couldn't  tell for sure" what to ex-
pect. 
"These
 kinds of things are not orchestrated
 like a 
menu," he said, "It builds.
 You don't know until people 
come in and 
approach
 the announcer 
and  say, 'This is 
what we'd













 a 16-year -old 
Apache  girl was 
presented
 "as a full adult" 
to
 the Indian community
 by 
her parents. 
Often the dancers, 










 class, Anthropology 
112,
 is hosting 
the 
powwow.






and  we 
just
 don't do it 
through




 his class has
 even prepared 
traditional In-
dian food, like 
real buffalo stew,
 to serve along 
with  the 
frybread.
 
The purpose of the event is not to make money. Le-
venthal
 said, and there is no admission charge. Rather. 
the event is intended to serve the needs of a group that is 
under -represented both on campus and in 
society.
 
"Economically, the Indian community is 
not well-to-
do. But 
culturally, they Undians> are 
extremely
 rich and 
vibrant, and they are constantly 
celebrating  life," Leven-
thal said. 
"They  are constantly reminding us that al 
thragh things
 could be bad, they 
never curse the day."
 
In the Bay Area 
alone,
 Leventhal estimated there are 
160 different




 he said, they are trying to "retain their iden 
tity as Indians, but in the 20th -century framework." 
Several Indian
 groups, including 
the  SJSU Native 
American
 Students Organization,
 are co -sponsoring 
the 
event. This is a 
"non-political  entity," Leventhal 
said,  
formed 
in 1980 and comprised of 
Native  American stu-
dents and anthropology
 students concerned with 
Ameri-
can Indian 









George is a hit on 
the  pop  charts, but 
not 




albums  of 
his group, 
Culture  Club, have been
 
pulled from shelves 
pending  a re-
view. 
"It  is more an 
evaluation
 of the 
artist than 
of his music," said 
bookstore director Roger Utley, 
adding that the 
records
 would be re-
viewed 
for their suitability for 
stu-
dents.  
"We're just not sure what
 is ap-
propriate to sell 








-owned  school, said, 
"The 
administration  has no 
stan-
dard 
policy on Boy 
George.




 decided to 
remove  
the albums 






 Club was to be 
used
 as a 
theme
 for the campaign 
of
 a student 




planned to use 
posters  
featuring 
herself posed with several 




She said she 
was told not to use 





 programs, felt Cul-




week, school officials 
said
 
a student band 
which appeared 
under the 
name "The Club" 
- fea-
turing
 "Guy George" 









 will hold a bike-a-thon to help 
prevent child abuse 
beginning  at noon April
 2 to 6 at 148 S. 
11th St. The
 event will consist of a 
tandem
 bicycle that 
will
 be ridden by fraternity 
and sorority members 
for  100 
consecutive 
hours  around and through 
campus.  For more 
information  call 
David  Whitehead 
at 279-9860. 
   
The 
San Jose State Folk 
Dancers  will present a 
spe-
cial workshop on the




tonight  in the Women's Gym 
Room  101. For more in-
formation contact
 Ed Webb at 
287-6369.  
   
A seminar on 
"How
 Hormones and Drugs 
Influence  
Cellular Metabolism through
 Cyclic AMP, Calcium and 
Phosphoinositide" by 
John  N. Fain, Ph.D. at Brown 
Uni-
versity will be given 
at 1:30 p.m. today in Duncan
 Hall 
Room 250. 
   
The 
International Center is having a 
pancake break-
fast from
 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. April 1 at the International
 Cen-
ter, 360 S. 11th St. 
Student discount tickets are $2. For 
more




   
The Students for Peace and Freeze Voter '84
 will pre-
sent guest
 lecturers Helen 
Caldicott,  Assemblyman John
 
Vasconcellos  and  Dr. 
William Caldicott 
at
 8 tonight in 
Morris 
Daily Auditorium. 













































































Aeronautics  Department is taking 
petitions  for 
changes  of option to maintenance
 management at 4 today 
in the 
Aeronautics
 Office. For more information 
contact  
John
 B. Godwin at 
277-2035. 





































DENTAL 'VISION PLAN 
Enroll
 now, 
Save money, teeth and eyes For 




LOOK ANY Further. BAPTIST 
Student Union 
,,to,
 you Everyone 
is welcome
 Come min in a week 
day Bible study at 11 30 on Tires 
days in the 
Guadalupe  Rm of the 
Student Union For 
details
 on our 
other &hie studies and activities 
on campus. 











love,  a beautiful 
color portrait by 





h..tel  rooms cost 
more  than you 
think
 For health insurance





 Farm, Ellen Van
 
Nortwick,





AS A MINE rich
 in 
gems
 of inestimable 
value Educe 
tion can 
alone cause it to r   
de 





 Babel Writ 
Inge 
SUMMER  '84 IN 













 Earn 7 
units 
or more 
Learn  by 
living






































































0204  for 
worship  
counseling  pro 
grams  and 
study 
opportunities  
R. N.M. Shires 



















7012, 294 7280  
73 MOB 
great shape New top wire 
In
 




FOR  SALE 
CENTURION  10 speed 
bike Este! 
,,,,,d







 AIRBRUSHED T shirts 
We 
hand paint shirts using your  idea 
design or photo We 









 van murals and 
con 






















All interior furnishings 
from 3 
000  sq ft 










formal  din 
Mg room suite coat $1875 00 Sall 
880000 Oft lighted pecan wall 
wilts cost a 1278 00 sell 
586000 Coffee IL and tables 
lamps
   
Can help deliver 
14081 238 9809 
HELP WANTED 
AIRLINES HIRING.





Call for Directory. 
Guide, Newsletter 
1 916 944 
4440K 
COMPUTER MKT 
RESEARCH  Firm 
High Tech market research firm
 
looking for PI parson 
Duties in 
dude telephone & library
 re 
search










son willing  
to learn Flexible hrs 
send resume no calls
 to Gordon 
David, Software Asses 
Int . 2685 
Menne Way. Ste 1320 
Mtn 
View. Ca 
94003   
CRUISESHIPS 
HIRING. $16 830.000, 
Cern.. Hawaii. 
World Cell for 
Guide. Directory.
 Newsletter. 1 
916-944
 4440  
DISHWASHER 




















for phone sales 
Days or 
evenings. no 
...lance  Call 
354 
1777. Mr Collins
 We want you 
EXTRA  SCHOOL MONEY.




 phone help 
25 
30,1us
 wk Call Ken 
after 3 
pm at 288-5400  
FULL OR PART 
time positions 











cell 354 2004  
HELP 
WANTED  McDONALD's Pay 
well above 
min wage all hrit 
aved Interviews 
Mon Fri 3 4 pm. 
Los Gatos 
356 3096  
HERRING GROUP
 HOMES -homes for
 
ma.
 youth 13 
18
 yrs is 
looking
 




 ere' available  
Call 




RESIDENT Manager for 
pay 
cho 
geriatric  facility Room board 
good salary liberal 
time off bane 
fits Resume' to 291 N 10th St 
San
 Jose Ca 95112
 
OPPORTUNITIES
 IN ENGN 
Engineers  
CE/CS
 Chlun Mach Software 
unix compilers 
appkc Sr Tech. 
R&D FS 
Oa ' Test 
vwuum  cad 
cam cnioe 




 971 8333 No 
fees
 nor an agency 
Hitech Mao 
crams 33 E San
 Fernando St 
301 S J  
RELIABLE  PERSON 
for 13 hr. wk 
57 00 hr for house
 cleaning Flee 
hrs  Call 297 3828  
STUDENT
 TO ASSIST in 
teaching read 
mg up 
to 18 hrs .wk





3 7 pm $4 
50'hir 
Call 







Apply at 528 
Lawrence  
E rows 
Sunnyvale  2 4 pm  
WAITRESS  AND 
BUSPERSON  wanted 
for Jepanme 
restaurant  in Morgan 
Hill 779 8440 
HOUSING
 
CLEAN 4 BORM 2 
ha
 house 4 rent 














 1098 Robert 
Ml TO SHARE 3 
bd.,  duplex 5 
rn.
 
to SJSU Nonsmkr 
1.3  rola $195 
dm, 




RENT  in beau Victorian 
house 
acros. Inn SJSU 
$185




3 013RM HOUSE $250.spllt 
0111 Kitchen priv nr SJSU clean 
specious 
Oscar 947 8052 
8350/mo Rich 240 3605 mess 
SUMMER
 SUUBLET furnished studio 




 from 5 
24..to Fall 
Call
 265 11481 
PERSONALS 
BE LEGALLY ORDAINED free cre 
dentials legalize your right to the 
title 'Reverend  Write World 
Chnstianship,  1618 Sussex CH 
ins. Ca 93612  
GIRLS' TIRED of the 
same
 OLD LINES, 
So are we 2 handsome men M 
20'5 
seek
 the company of 2 at 
trec women for a day of fine food. 
wine, & company
 & an ave with 
BILLY JOEL Ally Joel fan  musti
 






help you get a 
free pregnancy test find a doctor 
obtain







your  school 
ing If you are pregnant end need 
help
 you 
wig., Ind someone to 
listen  
and help at 
BIRTHRIGHT Call us 
day or night 
241  8444 Conti 
dential
 Help wtth Dignity 
PREGNANT 
& UNHAPPY, Loytng cou
 








IT ALL, Stop shaving 
waiting  
tweezing or 
using  chemical 
depill
 
tones Let ma permanently
 remove 
your unwanted
 hair 'chin 
bikini 
tummy moustache 
etc  I 15 par 
cent discount
 to students 
and  fay 
ulty Cell 
before  June 1 1984 and 
get your
 
1st appl  
at 1 2 price 
"Unwanted  Heir 
Disappears  With 
My Care
 '' Gwen 
Chelgren  RE 
559 3500 
1845 S Bascom 
Ave 







 by a proles 
mons]





355  S Baywood 
Ave San Jose 
loll 




PREGNANCY  TEST 
Introduce
 yourself to 
our  profes 
Monet 
blindly
 low cost 
health 





lincluding  family 
plan  
ning and abortion) 
family mad, 
cone.






 rtght around 
the 
corner  from SJSU at 15th IL 
Sante Clara Streets
 Call Women's 
Community Clinic
 Inc at 287 
4090 
lot information  and'ot 
ap 
pointments 












13 layers of 




futons  are eyed 
Oda in 







 ha same fine quality al 
affordable 




9710. 298 4183  
INVITATIONS
 & CERTIFICATES
 for all 
occasions 
and  all budgets 
Call, 
grephy our goer








 3444  
LOOKING 




 there were  
way  you 
could  hay













wouldn't  you, 
For
 the pas, 
'even 
year.  John 























has nir lo 4 
firtrIn






 is prn 
00000 20 min 
, nmmute sch 
trifling free preg test and 
Pm. 
smears A low-cost 




 a full  
range Other





 abortion, full 
term prenatal care. 






therapy and much 
more Cal now 408 274
 2231 
Open 900 7 00 pm Mon Fri 
166111w...0r Sr OS J 
MOVE THROUGH
 LIFE with Math
 Can 














 for Adults 
Basic  
Algebra Geometry








295 6066  
PIANO
 LESSONS In 
your
 own home 
Stephen Mello MA In music San 
Jose State Call 971 7519 
RENTAL DKRM SO per ht inc charm 
cats & dry mount
 press Call for 
spot 9 5 dad,. 10 1 Sat We spa 
oak.; dkrm supplies featuring 
Kodak Ilford 
Orientalauder  1 day 
elide process by Kodak Discount 
Camera Sales 451 So 4th Sr 
S J 2759849 
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY at reasons 







tional quality and reliable service 
doesn't have to be expensive 
For 
complete coverage at very affords 
ble rates
 
call anytime TAKAT 
SUNO PHOTOGRAPHY 377 
2050  
WHITEWATER
 GUIDE SCHOOL Apr 
14 22 9 days on ricer
 training 
evening seminars Includes equip 
went textbooks meals, camping 
0350 VIC McLean's Wild River 
Tours P0 Box 500, Lotus. Ca 
95651 19161 626-5042
 EM 





 tops Trust 
Tony 296 
2087 IBM Select. 
Averleble 7 
days 







able conscientious Experienced 
in typing term papers, Am.. re 
ports. etc Sunnyvale 736.8910
  
ACCURATE TYPING SERVICE -Pro. all 
work guaranteed Specialising in 









spondence. and manuscripts. win 
ner of 
1982
 S. Jose Regional 
Typing 
Contest Located near S. 
Jose Flee Market looking forward 
to 
working with you 
Ott 
hrs 
8 30 5 30 M F Available eve & 




 that's fast end de 
pendeble IBM correcting select,. 




 Word Pro 
ceasing
 Typing Services 
All kinds 
727 4998 
14151 969 4491 















storage Cassette trim 
availeble 





 on ell papers 
Phone
 264 4504 
CAROL'S
 TYPING Svc 
I 
Prot
 qual fast 
turnover
 IBM II & 
trnscrp
 
$1 40.pg Carnden,Leigh 978 
2193  
TERM 
PAPERS thesis resumes for all 
your typing 
needs call Perfect 1rn 
pressruns 996 
3333 student 
  Located in Campbell 
EASYTYPE SECRETARIAL
 SERVICE 
Reports theses resumes bust 
nest letters Word procesarng 
available











theses professional quality fast 






 Call Pam at 
247 2681 Located in Santa Clara 
SJSU Rene4
 at 287 8050 
Nom 
mum thArdss 










































 TYPING Son.. Naar SJSU 
Term papers  
resumes and reports 














TERM PAPERS THESES RESUMES for 
all
 your typing needs Call Perfect 
Imp oo  ons 
996 3333 Stu 
dent rotes Located in Campbell 
TYPING 
SERVICE  Resumes terrn pa 
pers
 
charts. graphs Transcrip 
bon. too, Fast occur..te student 
rates Near 280,0 Sunnyvele
 Call 
730 8969  
TYPING. 
TERM  Papers etc Reason., 
near San Tomas
 and Monroe  
HAYMOND S. TYSON
 SISC 00000 ial Se 
ice Fast
 
accurate, prof typing 








 papers w the
 ear.. 
cell.l  quality and same low pricer 
1 a double spaced pg and one 
ribbon for papers 5 gags or more 
Jeannie 270 1975 
IBM SELECTRIC ex sec 00000 y 
very  
reasonable Los Altos  Per
 at 941 
2917 
INNOVATIVE 
COMPUTER  SERVICES is 
located
 right across the street 
from  SJSU for your convenience. 
We specialise in resumes tem pa 




letters, Call ICS at 292 
8461
 for an appokmment. We 
have very cheap rams plus 10% 
off your
 firm service, 
INTELLIGENT 
TYPING  Fulham typing 
editing service 




major  style 
rnansrals
 In Mountain 
View 




 280 end 101 
Connie & 
1510 14151567 0792 
MASTERPIECE
 TYPING for 'het 
Perfect  
Paper, 
Professional  work gum 
enteed Theses Resumes 
rind 
Impel on IBM 
Selectric Proofread 
log grernmar
 and spelling im 
provernents upon request Near 




 and Bookkeeping 
Service 259 3395 
TYPING




Experienced and feat 
reasonable  
rates Phone 269
 8874  
TYPING  PAPER
 DUE, 
Don't  type 
Don t worry 
Emergency's are my 
speciality
 Call 
Mrs  Ryan for guar 
anteed professional 
results  APA 
Turaborn 
or
 any other format 
$1 
50
 per page double spaced 
252 6663  
WHEN YOU 
NEED word processing 
you want Memel! Enterpnse You 
get speedy return plus the uhtmet 
in accuracy and super quality 20 
minutes west of campus Reach us 
51 741
 0503 
WORD PROCESSING The ultimate in 
P
rOfeasional
 typing Guaranteed 







delivery  ay. 
able Call 
Cindy et 





50/page  10 
years 
asp  lest 
rum 
around  Satisfaction guar 
anteed DHL 1 000 word pro 
cessor IBM correcting 
mlactric 
medical and
 tape transcription 
ICampbell areal Easy access off 
freeway Call Nancy at 866 2458 
WORD PROC 


























$300 per hr 




























 s desks 


































 $ 40 00  
10 14 Lines $55.00 
15 Plus Lines 










































 approximately 30 letters
 
and
 spaces for each line) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1.1
 II 1 1 1 1 1_1_1_
 1 1 
1 1  
I 1 I 
!III





 1 1 
Ii
 1 
1 1 1  
1 1 
1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 LL/
 
1 1 
1 1 1  1 1_1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1  






1 1 I 1 I 1 1 1_1 1  1  1 1
 I 
L_ 1 1 1 














OR CASH TO 
SPARTAN
 DAILY CLASSIMEDS 






Cloailled Dna lccatad Imes 
08112011  
 Deadline Two 




publicationtlatee  only 
 No 
refunds  on 































































GORE-TEX WALKING SHOE 
low-cut
 & waterproof 
comfortable 
vibram sole 
ladies  sizes only 


















Thinsulate  lining 
L 























































$95 & $105 














































































LUCKY 13 day pack 
PERSONAL
 STEREO BELT 
CARRY -ON soft luggage
 


































L & XL only 
sugg























 KNIT SWEATER 
100%
 Wool 













































 DEALIN' DOWN'S 
BIGGEST 
SAN  JOSE 
WAREHOUSE
 SALE EVERI! WE HAVE 
GATHERED  A 
HUGE 
INVENTORY
 OF PREMIUM 1st
 
QUALITY  GOODS 
FROM THE FINEST AND MOST FAMOUS NAMES IN 
THE ACTIVEWEAR AND OUTDOOR GEAR BUSI-




 OF CANTERBURY RUGBY
 
WEAR EVER 





 OF THESE FAMOUS
 NEW ZEALAND 
MADE




IN ALL SIZES AND 
COLORS.  DON'T MISS
 OUR 
BIG 








 VESTS AND PARKAS, 
DANNER 
LADIES'  GORE-TEX 






COMFORTERS, MARK PACK WORKS 
DUFFLES,  
TOTES AND 
CONVERTIBLE TRAVEL PACKS,  AS 
WELL AS OUR INCREDIBLEREDUCTIONS.
 IN GOOSE 
DOWN AND 
POLARGUARD
 SLEEPING BAGS. FLAN-
NEL SHIRTS, WOOL SWEATERS, MOUNTAINEER 
ING TENTS AND MUCH, MUCH MORE. HUGE 
SAVINGS,' PRICES ARE BEING REDUCED AS MUCH 
AS 70%!I WE 
URGE 





DISE IS AVAILABLE IN LIMITED QUANTITIES ONLY 
YOUR VISA, 
MASTERCARD  AND















































 7V4de  
7key  
1441.  
DEALIN' DOWN 870 COMMERCIAL STREET, SAN 
JOSE
 324-1900 
